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ABSTRACT
Statistical language modeling techniques have successfully been
applied to source code, yielding a variety of new software devel-
opment tools, such as tools for code suggestion and improving
readability. A major issue with these techniques is that code intro-
duces new vocabulary at a far higher rate than natural language, as
new identifier names proliferate. But traditional language models
limit the vocabulary to a fixed set of common words. For code, this
strong assumption has been shown to have a significant negative
effect on predictive performance. But the open vocabulary version
of the neural network language models for code have not been
introduced in the literature. We present a new open-vocabulary
neural language model for code that is not limited to a fixed vocab-
ulary of identifier names. We employ a segmentation into subword
units, subsequences of tokens chosen based on a compression cri-
terion, following previous work in machine translation. Our net-
work achieves best in class performance, outperforming even the
state-of-the-art methods of Hellendoorn and Devanbu that are de-
signed specifically to model code. Furthermore, we present a sim-
plemethod for dynamically adapting themodel to a new test project,
resulting in increased performance. We showcase our methodol-
ogy on code corpora in three different languages of over a billion
tokens each, hundreds of times larger than in previous work. To
our knowledge, this is the largest neural language model for code
that has been reported.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Softwaremaintenance tools.
KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large corpora of open source software projects present an oppor-
tunity for creating new software development tools based on ma-
chine learning [4]. Many of thesemethods are based on the hypoth-
esis that much of software is natural, that is, because software is
written for humans to read, it displays some of the same statistical
properties as natural language. To quantify the degree of natural-
ness of a piece of software, Hindle et al [40] propose the use of
statistical language modeling. A language model is a probability
distribution over strings; by training a language model (LM) on
a large corpus of well-written code, we hope that the LM will as-
sign high probability to new code that is similar to the training set,
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in other words, code that is well-written, easy to read, and natu-
ral. There is now a large literature on language modeling for code
[6, 12, 22, 37, 40, 58, 69].
Such models have enabled research on a broad suite of new soft-
ware engineering tools. For example, the ability to automatically
quantify the naturalness of software has enabled new tools for au-
tocompletion [40, 64], improving code readability [2, 63], and pro-
gram repair [62]. Furthermore, recent work in natural langugage
processing (NLP) [24, 59] has shown that LMs and sequence mod-
els in general learn useful word embeddings, which can then be
used for downstream tasks in the same way as older, word2vec-
style embeddings [54]. Such continuous embeddings have formed
the foundation of important software engineering tools. Examples
of such are suggesting readable function and class names [3], sum-
marizing source code [5, 43], predicting bugs [60], detecting code
clones [73], comment generation [42], fixing syntactic errors [47],
and variable de-obfuscation [9]. Therefore, improved LMs for code
have the potential to enable improvements in a diverse variety of
software engineering tools.
However, a provocative recent paper by Hellendoorn and De-
vanbu [37] argues that there is a key general challenge in deep
learning models of code, which significantly hinders their useful-
ness. This is the out of vocabulary (OOV) problem, which is that
new identifier names are continuously invented by developers [6].
These out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens cannot be predicted by a
language model with a fixed vocabulary, because they have not oc-
curred in the training set. Although this problem also exists in nat-
ural languge text, it is much more severe in code. For instance, the
vocabulary size of 74046 tokens used in [37] covers only about 85%
of identifier occurrences and 20% of distinct identifiers that appear
in the test set. Therefore standard methods from NLP of dealing
with this problem, such as introducing a single special token to rep-
resent OOV tokens [17], still fall short of fully addressing the OOV
problem for code. Instead, Hellendoorn and Devanbu [37] present
a n-gram LM with several code-specific extensions. This enhanced
n-gram model shows improved performance over an off-the-shelf
neural language model for code, a surprising result because for
natural language, neural models consistently outperform n-gram
models. Based on these improvements, Hellendoorn and Devanbu
raise the provocative suggestion that deepmodelsmight not be the
best choice for modeling sournce code.
In this paper, we argue that to the contrary, perhaps deep net-
works are a good choice formodeling source code, because it is pos-
sible to overcome the limitations highlighted by [37]. More specif-
ically, we address the key challenge of deep models of source code
that was highlighted in the previous work, namely, the OOV prob-
lem, by introducing an open-vocabulary neural languagemodel for
source code. An open vocabulary model is not restricted to a fixed-
sized vocabulary determined at training time; for example, some
types of open vocabulary models predict novel tokens character-
by-character. Our open vocabulary model is based on the idea of
subword units, following previous work from neural machine trans-
lation [65]. Subword units are a way of combining the strengths of
character-level and token-level models. Each subword unit is a se-
quence of characters that occurs as a subsequence of some token
in the training set; the model outputs a sequence of subword units
instead of a sequence of tokens. Including all single characters as
subword units will allow the model to predict all possible tokens,
so there is no need for special OOV handling. The vocabulary of
subword units in the model is inferred from the training set using
a compression-based heuristic called byte pair encoding (BPE).
The use of subword unit NLMs has two main advantages for
code: First, even for an OOV token t that has never occurred in
the training data, its subword units will have occurred in train-
ing, so the model can predict what will follow t based on what
tended to follow its subword units in the training data. Second,
training of a subword unit NLM on large corpora corpora is much
faster than a token level model, as a relatively smaller number of
subword units can still lead to good performance. On large open-
source corpora, we show that our model is indeed more effective
for code language modeling than previous n-gram or neural mod-
els. On Java, our model is able to achieve a predictive performance
of 3.15 bits per token and 70.84% MRR in a cross project evalua-
tion. Simultaneously achieving predictive performance of 1.04 bits
per token and 81.16% MRR in a within project setting, This is the
best performance that we are aware of in the literature for a single
model.
In particular, our contributions can be summarised as follows:
• Wepresent the first open-vocabulary neural languagemodel
(NLM) for source code. This is based on an automatic seg-
mentation of code tokens into smaller subword units that
learns the common statistical internal patterns within iden-
tifier names.
• We show that our model outperforms previous neural and
n-gram LMs for code across three programming languages:
Java, C, and Python. For C and Python, we are the first to
showcase deep learning results for corpora of our size. In-
terestingly, we show that while the n-gram LMs are unable
to improve their performance on larger training sets, neural
LMs are able to improve their performance given more data.
• Ours is the largest neural LM for code reported in the litera-
ture, trained on 1.7 billion tokens, which is 107 times larger
than in previous work.
• We present a simple heuristic to adapt a NLM trained on
a large corpus of projects to a single project of interest, an
important scenario for practical development tools. This al-
lows us to report results on the code maintenance scenario
of [37], which was previously infeasible for NLMs.
2 RELATED WORK
Languagemodeling for code. Numerous researchers have applied
language modeling techniques on code corpora. These studies are
based on the assumption that software is characterized by simi-
lar statistical properties to natural language; viz., the naturalness
hypothesis [40]. It should be expected that software is repetitive
and predictable. Indeed this successfully verified in [30]. Hindle et
al. [40] introduced the naturalness hypothesis and showcased that
Java code is actually less entropic than a natural language (Eng-
lish). Nguyen et al. [58] augmented n-gram LMs with semantic in-
formation such as the role of a token in the program, e.g., variable,
operator, etc. On the other hand, other researchers attempted to
exploit the localness of code by augmenting n-gram models with a
cache component [69]. The cache containsn-grams that previously
appeared in the current file or in nearby ones, such as files from
the same package. The model was shown to offer lower entropies
for code but not for English. Later, Hellendoorn and Devanbu [37]
extended this idea to nested scopes, outperforming vanilla NLMs
and achieving best-in-class performance on a Java corpus.
Beyond n-gram models, several other types of methods have
been employed to model code. A generative model for code called
probabilistic higher order grammar (PHOG)was introduced by [12],
which generalizes probabilistic context free grammars [44]. Also,
both simple RNNs were used in [74] and LSTMs [22] to learn an
NLM for code. The LSTMs were shown to perform much better
than simple RNNs. This conclusion was later confirmed by Hel-
lendoorn and Devanbu [37]. Lastly, [48] attempt to improve code
completion performance on OOV words by augmenting an RNN
with a pointer network [72]. Their pointer network learns a copy
mechanism over the current context using attention that is use-
ful in code completion. Once an OOV token has been used once,
the copy mechanism can learn to re-use it, but unlike our model it
cannot predict its first usage and it is not designed to learn depen-
dencies between the OOV token and the next tokens as it learns
no representations for OOVwords, in contrast to ourmethod. That
said, the subword units learned by our model can be used by any
sort of neural model for code, so it could be fruitful in future work
to combine our approach with this previous work, for example by
augmenting our network with a pointer network component.
Applications of code language models. Probabilistic code models
have enabled many applications in software engineering. One ex-
ample is recommender systems aiming to aid developers in writing
or maintaining code [51]. Hindle et al. used a token-level LM for
code completion [40], while later, Franks et al. [29] improved on
performance using the cache n-gram from [69] and built a code
suggestion tool for Eclipse [32]. Another application are recom-
mendation systems for variable, method, and class names sugges-
tion [2, 3, 5] that employ relevant code tokens as the LM context.
Campbell et al. [15] used n-gram language models to detect syn-
tax error locations in Java code. Lastly, Ray et al. [62] showcased
that buggy code has on average lower probability than correct one
and that LMs can spot defects as effectively as popular tools like
FindBugs.
Out-of-vocabulary problem. Even after an LM has been trained
on a large corpus of projects, many identifier names are still en-
countered which are out of vocabulary (OOV) token that have not
been previously encountered in the training set. These are called
neologisms by [3]. Indeed on our corpora we find that OOV words
are many times more common in code than in natural language.
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Traditional LMs are closed vocabulary, meaning that the vocabu-
lary is fixed based on a training corpus, and they are unable to pre-
dict OOV words, which is an obvious issue for code. Apart from
that, many identifiers appearing in the training set are rare. This
sparsity could potentially confuse the model or result in slower
estimation of parameters.
To combat this problem, previous research in language model-
ing for code has segmented identifiers via a heuristic [3], which
splits them on camel case and underscores. Even though the re-
sulting segmentation has the ability to handle some neologisms, it
is limited to only combinations of subtokens appearing in the train-
ing set and thus unable to achieve an open vocabulary. Addition-
ally, many of these subtokens are still infrequent, which hinders
the model’s ability to assign high scores to their compositions. A
separate line of work is that several studies have empirically com-
pared different techniques for automatically splitting identifiers
[27, 39]. However, this work considers a different problem than us.
That previous work focuses on splitting identifiers into words in a
way that matches human judgements. Although our approach also
performs identifier splitting, our goal is to split identifiers in a way
that improves a language model; in many cases, our subword units
will be sequences of characters that are not words. In our applica-
tion, it is of no interest whether our subword units correspond to
words that humans recognize, because our subword units can be
trivially reassembled into complete tokens before they are shown
to a developer.
Open vocabulary language models. The occurrence of OOV en-
tries in test data is not a code specific problem but has also been
an in issue in NLP, especially in morphologically-rich languages,
for example. Alternative models have been proposed where the
vocabulary is open. Character language models are one such so-
lution where each word is represented as a sequence of its char-
acters. While recurrent NLMs have shown excellent performances
for character-level language modeling [38, 68], the performance of
such models is usually worse than those built on the word level
[55]. In order for character model to capture the same dependen-
cies as a token level one, the length of the sequences that gradients
are calculated upon needs to be increased. This can cause train-
ing to become more difficult due to the vanishing or exploding
gradient problems, even for LSTM [41] and GRU [18] recurrent
networks which are designed specifically to address gradient prob-
lems.
Another option that attempts to open the vocabulary is to rep-
resent words as a sequence of segments that when merged result
to the original word. For example, language models have been pro-
posed at the morpheme level[49], the phone level [10], and the
syllable level [55]. Other models combine character level models
with a caching mechanism to reuse generated tokens [20, 46]. Fi-
nally, other researchers have attempted to also learn the segmenta-
tion on a text corpus for machine translation [65], which is the ap-
proach that we build on in our work. Subword unit segmentations
have been used to capture morphology [70] in a language model-
ing task but the network’s output were on the word level and thus
unable output OOV entries. Simultaneously with our work, [52]
independently developed a recent LM based on subword units for
natural language, and found that it had close to state-of-the-art
performance.
3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our neural LM for code based on sub-
word units. We begin by giving a brief background on the neural
language models we use (Section 3.1). Then we describe how we
construct the vocabulary of subword units (Section 3.2), followed
by a search procedure for producingk-best completions (Section 3.3),
and finally we discuss how we adapt the model on a new project
(Section 3.4).
3.1 Neural Language Model with GRU Cell
State-of-the-art LMs for natural language are currently based on re-
current neural networks (RNNs) [50, 53, 67]. RNN languagemodels
scan an input sequence forward one token at a time, predicting a
distribution over each token given all of the previous ones. RNNs
with gated units, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) units
[41] and gated recurrent units (GRUs) [19], have been found to
outperform other methods for language modeling [22, 67]. Intu-
itively, the advantage of an RNN over older language models, such
as n-gram language models, is that an n-gram model uses only a
short window of n tokens to predict the next token, whereas an
RNN can potentially take into account the entire previous history
of the sequence. The advantage of gated units are that the gates
allow the network to learn when to forget information from the
hidden state and take newer, more important information into ac-
count [41]. Among different kinds of gated units, GRUs have been
shown to perform comparably to LSTMs across different applica-
tions [21]. In our initial experiments we found GRUs to slightly
outperform LSTMs when trained on the Java corpus, so we use
them in our model.
Our model is a single layer GRU NLM built upon subword units
which have been learned from BPE as described in Section 3.2. For
each vocabulary entry we learn a continuous representation of 512
features, while the GRU state is of the same size. In all our experi-
ments we used a learning rate of 0.1, dropout of 0.5 [66] and a max-
imum of 50 training iterations using stochastic gradient descent
with a minibatch of 32 for the small training sets and a minibatch
size of 64 for the full training sets. After each iteration we tested
the network on a validation set and measured its cross entropy (see
Section 5.1). If the cross entropy is larger than the previous epoch
then we halve the learning rate and this can happen for a maxi-
mum of 4 times, otherwise training stops. During training of the
global model we unroll the GRU for 200 timesteps. Our implemen-
tation is open source, written in Tensorflow [1] and it is available
in a public GitHub repository.1
3.2 Selecting Subword Units Using Byte Pair
Encoding
Traditional language models in NLPmost commonly operate at the
token level [22, 67], meaning that the RNN predicts one token at
a time. But for code, this strategy leads to large vocabulary sizes,
because identifiers in programming languages often correspond to
1https://github.com/mast-group/OpenVocabCodeNLM
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Java Code:
p u b l i c A t t r i b u t eC on t e x t ( Method s e t t e r , Ob j e c t v a lu e )
{
t h i s . v a l u e = va lu e ;
t h i s . s e t t e r = s e t t e r ;
}
Subword Units:
public</t> Attribute Context</t> (</t> Method</t> set ter</t>
,</t> Object</t> value</t> )</t> {</t> this</t> .</t> value</t>
=</t> value</t> ;</t> this</t> .</t> set ter</t> =</t> set
ter</t> ;</t> }</t>
Figure 1: Subword units list for a Java function.
entire phrases in natural language. Because the number of unique
identifiers increases with the size of the corpus [6], this problem
makes it infeasible to train code LMs on large corpora. As we later
illustrate in Section 6 the vocabulary of three different giga-token
code corpora is an order larger than an equivalent English one.
In our code LM, we address this problem by having the model
predict subword units rather than full tokens at each time step of
the RNN. A subword unit is an n-gram of characters that appear
as a subsequence of some token in the corpus. An example of a
Java source file segmented into subword units is shown in Figure 1.
Notice that we include a special subword unit </t> that marks the
end of a token, allowing us to convert from a sequence of subword
units back into a sequence of tokens. The subword units in the
model are chosen adaptively based on statistical frequency, as we
will describe shortly. The effect of this is that more common tokens,
like public in Figure 1 are assigned a full subword unit, whereas
less common tokens, like setter, are divided into smaller units
that are individually more common.
The use of a subword unit LM for code has two potential advan-
tages. First, because themodel has a smaller vocabulary size, it may
have better performance because of a reduced level of data spar-
sity. Second, the model can synthesize OOV tokens that have not
been seen in the training data via the smaller subtoken units. The
vocabulary of subword units is learned before training the NLM
by segmenting a corpus of code. This is done in such a way that
more frequent character n-grams are more likely to be included in
the vocabulary of subwords units. This strategy results in a core
vocabulary of subword units that occurs frequently across differ-
ent projects and captures statistical patterns of characters within
identifiers.
In order to learn the segmentation we use a modification of byte
pair encoding (BPE) [31]. BPE is a data compression algorithm that
iteratively finds the most frequent pair of bytes in the vocabulary
appearing in a given sequence, and then replaces it with a new
unused entry. Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch [65] first adapted the
algorithm for word segmentation so that instead of merging pairs
of bytes, it merges pairs of characters or character sequences. The
learned segmentation was used in their neural translation system
and resulted in improved translation of rare words.
The algorithm starts with a vocabulary containing all single
characters in the data set plus the </t> symbol. All symbol pairs
appearing in the vocabulary are counted and we then replace all
the appearances of the most frequent pair (S1, S2) with a unique
new single symbol S1S2, which we also add to the vocabulary. This
procedure is called a merge operation (S1, S2) → S1S2. The algo-
rithm stops after a given maximum number of merge operations
to be performed is reached. We clarify that as in [65] we do not
consider merging pairs that cross token boundaries, that is, where
the merged token would contain </t> internally, so that every sub-
word unit is a character subsequence of a token in the data. The
final output of the algorithm is the new vocabulary, which contains
all the initial characters plus the symbols created from the merge
operations, and the ordered list of merge operations performed in
each iteration. We run the BPE algorithm on a held out dataset of
projects that are separate from the training, validation, and test
sets. We experimented with three different encoding sizes, i.e., the
maximum number of merge operations: 2000, 5000, and 10000 op-
erations.
To train the LM, we first segment the train, validation, and test
sets using the learned encoding. To do this, we transform each to-
ken into a sequence of its characters, adding </t> symbols after
every token. Then we apply in order the merge operations from
BPE tomerge the characters into subword units in the vocabulary.2
Finally, we train and test a GRU LM in the usual way on the data
that has been segmented into subword units.
3.3 Predicting Best k Tokens
In an autocompletion setting, it might be desirable to present a
ranked list of k predicted tokens rather than a single best predic-
tion. But because our model is based on subword units, it is not
completely trivial to generate top k predictions of full tokens, be-
cause a single token could be made from many subword units. We
approximate these using a beam-search-like algorithm. If the beam
is large enough the algorithm can give a good approximation of the
top-k complete tokens.
More specifically, the NLM defines a probability p(s1 . . . sN ) for
any sequence of subword units. The goal of the search procedure
is: given a history s1 . . . sN of subword units that already appear in
a source file, predict the complete token that is most likely to occur
next. A complete token is a sequence of subword units w1 . . .wM
that comprise exactly one token: that is, wM ends with </t> and
none of the earlier subword units do. The goal of the search algo-
rithm is to find the k highest probability complete tokens, where
we denote a single token as the sequence of units w1 . . .wM , that
maximize the model’s probability p(w1 . . .wM |s1 . . . sN ). Impor-
tantly, the length M of the new complete token is not fixed in ad-
vance, but the goal is to search over complete tokens of different
length.
The algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Given a value of k
and a beam size b , it starts by querying the model to obtain its pre-
dictions of possible subword units, ranked by probability; in our
pseudocode, we assume that the model’s predict function returns a
ranked list of a given size, and thatV is the total size of the vocab-
ulary. The algorithm uses two priority queues: one called candidates
which ranks the sequences of subword units that still need to be ex-
plored during the search, and one called bestTokens which contains
thek highest probability complete tokens that have been expanded
so far. Each candidate is a structure with two fields, text which is
2The BPE implementation that we used was taken from
https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
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the concatenation of all the subword units in the candidate, and
prob which is the product of the probabilities of each subword unit
in the candidate. The candidate class has an extend method which
updates both of these fields in order to add one additional subword
unit to the end of the candidate. Both of the priority queues are
sorted by the probability of the candidate.
The main loop of the search is in lines 9-23. In each iteration,
the algorithm pops the b best candidates from the candidates queue,
expanding them and scoring their expansions, in which each can-
didate is extended by one additional subword unit. If an expansion
creates a token, that is, the new subword unit ends with </t>, then
it is pushed onto the token queue and the worst token is popped.
This maintains the invariant that bestTokens has size k . If the new ex-
pansion is not a complete token, then it is pushed onto the candidates
queue, where it can potentially be expanded in the next iteration.
This search procedure is repeated until any of the following ter-
mination criteria has been satisfied at line 9:
(a) The number of complete tokens that have been explored dur-
ing the search exceeds a threshold (in our implementation, we
use tokensDone > 5000).
(b) The cumulative probability of all the tokens that have been
explored exceeds the threshold, i.e. total > 0.8
(c) A sufficient number of search iterations have been completed,
i.e. iters > 7.
(d) The probability of the best candidate is less than the worst cur-
rent complete top-k tokens, that is,
min{c .prob | c ∈ bestTokens} ≥ max{c .prob | c ∈ candidates)}.
Expanding a candidate cannot increase its probability, so at this
point we are guaranteed that no better complete tokens will be
found in the remainder of the search.
These criteria ensure that the beam search always terminates.
3.4 Dynamic adaptation to new projects
It is important to be able to quickly adapt a global LM, which has
been trained on a diverse corpus of projects, to have better perfor-
mance on a new project of interest. We call this dynamic adaptation.
For example, suppose that an organization distributes an IDE that
contains a code LM trained on a large number of Github projects,
and a separate company is using the IDE for a new project. The LM
will be expected to perform worse on the new project [40], so for
performance it would be desirable to retrain the model on the new
project. However, for confidentiality reasons, the company may
well be unwilling to send their code back to the IDE vendor for re-
training the model. Although a within-project model might be an
alternative, a single project does not provide much training data
for an NLM, especially in the early stages of a project. Therefore,
it would be desirable to have a fast way of adapting the LM to a
new project, in a way that requires access only to the trained LM
and the source code of the new project. In principle, we could train
from scratch a new model on both the original training set and the
new project, but this would be computationally expensive.
Instead, we use a simple method of dynamically adapting our
global neural LMs to a new project. Given a new project, we start
with the global LM and update the model parameters by taking a
single gradient step on each encountered sequence in the project
Algorithm 1 Predicts top k most likely tokens according to the
model to follow the history of subword units s1 . . . sN .
1: procedure PredictTopK(model, s1 . . . sN , k , b , V )
2: subwords, probs← model.predict(V , s1 . . . sN )
3: # Initialize priority queues of completed tokens
4: bestTokens ← k highest probability tokens from subwords
5: candidates← b highest probability non-tokens from subwords
6: total← sum(c .prob for c in bestTokens)
7: # Main search loop. Expand b best incomplete tokens
8: lowest← min(t.prob for t in bestTokens)
9: while termination criterion not met do
10: toExpand← candidates.popNBest(b)
11: for all candidate ∈ toExpand do
12: subwords, probs← model.predict(b, candidate.text)
13: for allw ∈ subwords do
14: newCandidate← candidate.extend(w, probs[w ])
15: if isToken(newCandidate) then
16: bestTokens.push(newCandidate)
17: bestTokens.pop() # Retain top k
18: lowest← min(t.prob for t in bestTokens)
19: total← total + newCandidate.prob
20: tokensDone← tokensDone + 1
21: else
22: candidates.add(newCandidate)
23: iters← iters + 1
24: return bestTokens
after testing on it. This series of updates is equivalent to a single
training epoch on the new project. (In our evaluations in Section 6,
we will split up the project files in such a way that we are never
training on our test set.) We unroll the GRU for 20 time steps in-
stead of 200 as in our global models, in order to update the param-
eters more frequently. Our choice of applying only one update is
motivated by the following reasons. First, it is faster, allowing the
model to quickly adapt to new identifiers in the project. Second,
taking too many gradient steps over the new project could cause
the LM to give too much weight to the new project, losing infor-
mation about the large training set of the global model.
4 DATASETS
In our experiments we used code corpora from three popular pro-
gramming languages: Java, C, and Python. Although these languages
are related, they also have differences that might be hypothesized
to affect the performance of LMs. Java was an obvious choice since
it has extensively been used in related work [6, 22, 37, 40, 58, 69].
Unlike Java, C is not object oriented, and the language makes it
possible to write exceptionally terse code.3 Finally, Python is also
object oriented but it is mainly a dynamic language with little use
of static typing. These differences between C and Python make
them interesting to consider alongside Java.
For Java we used the Java Github corpus of Allamanis et al.
[6], which consists of more than 14000 popular open source Java
projects. Following the procedure described in [6], the C corpus
was mined in [26] and the Python corpus was mined in [28]. For
lexical analysis in Java we used the lexer implemented in [37]4,
3For examples, see https://www.ioccc.org/.
4https://github.com/SLP-team/SLP-Core
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while C and Python code lexical analysis was performed via the
Pygments5 library. In Python, we do not add any special tokens to
represent whitespace. For all three languages, we preprocessed the
data by replacing occurrences of non-ASCII character sequences
such as Chinese ideograms inside strings with a special token that
did not occur elsewhere in the corpus.
For Python and C we sampled 1% of the corpus for validation
and 1% for testing. Another 10% of the corpus was sampled as a
separate data set upon which BPE was run to learn a subword en-
coding. The rest of the data was used for training. We also report
results on a smaller subset of 2% of our full training set. For Java, we
used a slightly different procedure to make our experiment compa-
rable to a previous study [37]. We divide the data into five subsets
as in the other two languages. The validation and test sets are the
same as in [37], and our “small train” set is the same as their train-
ing set. To obtain the full Java train set, we collect all of the files in
the Java Github corpus that do not occur in the validation or test
set. Of these, we sampled 1000 random projects for the subword
encoding data set, and the remaining projects were used as the full
train set.
5 EVALUATION
Our model was evaluated on both intrinsic and extrinsic evalua-
tion measures. An intrinsic metric judges the quality of an LM’s
predictions by themselves, in isolation from a larger task. On the
other hand, extrinsic methods perform indirect evaluation by as-
sessing how a model affects performance of some other task. We
next describe the specific metrics used in our experiments.
5.1 Intrinsic evaluation
A good language model should assign high probability to a real sen-
tence while simultaneously assigning a low probability to a wrong
one. In many applications in software engineering, accurate prob-
ability scoring is necessary, meaning that code fragments that are
more likely to occur in human-written code should be assigned
higher probability. Precise scoring of code fragments is essential
for tasks like translating a program from one programming lan-
guage to another [45, 56], code completion [29, 64], and code syn-
thesis from natural language and vice versa [7, 14, 23, 25, 57, 61].
The intrinsic metric that we use is cross entropy, which is a stan-
dard measure employed in previous work. The cross entropy de-
fines a score over a a sequence of code tokens t1, t2, ..., t |C | . For
each token ti , the probability of each token is estimated using the
model under evaluation and it is denoted by p(ti |t1, ..., ti−1). Then
the average per token entropy is defined as:
Hp (C) = −
1
|C |
|C |∑
i=1
logp(ti |t1, ..., ti−1). (1)
Cross entropy corresponds to the average number of bits required
in every prediction. Thus lower values are better. This metric not
only takes into account whether the highest ranked prediction is
correct, but also rewards predictions with high confidence.
5http://pygments.org/docs/lexers/
Our subword unit models define a distribution over subword
units rather than directly over tokens. To compute the cross en-
tropy for subword unit models, we segment each token ti into sub-
word units ti = wi1 . . .wiM . Then we compute the product
p(ti |t1, ..., ti−1) =
M∏
m=1
p(wim |t1, ..., ti−1,wi1 . . .wi,m−1),
where the right hand side can be computed directly by the sub-
word unit NLM. This probability allows us to compute the cross
entropy Hp (C). (The technical reason that this method is correct
is that discrete probability distributions are preserved under 1:1
correspondences.)
5.2 Extrinsic evaluation
As an extrinsic performance measure, we report the performance
of our LMs on code completion, which is the task of predicting
each token in a test corpus given all of the previous tokens in the
file. To measure performance on this task, we use mean reciprocal
rank (MRR). MRR has previously been used in a plethora of code
completion evaluations in relevant work [13, 37, 64, 69]. The recip-
rocal rank of a query response is the multiplicative inverse of the
rank of the first correct answer. MRR is the average of reciprocal
ranks or results for a sample of queries Q defined as
MRR =
1
|Q |
|Q |∑
i=1
1
ranki
. (2)
For example, if the correct suggestion always occurs at rank 2 then
the MRR is 0.5 roughly, at rank 10 the MRR is 0.1, and so on. A
simplified description of MRR is that it averages top-k prediction
accuracy across various k . In this specific scenario k ∈ [1, 10] since
the models output a list of top-10 best tokens.
5.3 Test Scenarios
Ourmodel was evaluated in three scenarios introduced in previous
work [37], which they call static, dynamic, and maintenance set-
tings. Each setting simulates a different way of incorporating code
LMs within an IDE. For all settings, the task is to predict each to-
ken in the test set, but the training sets for each setting are slightly
different.
Static tests. The model is first trained on a fixed training corpus,
and is later evaluated on a separate test dataset. Essentially this is
a cross-project setting where the train, validation, and tests are all
disjoint from each other and contain separate projects. This sim-
ulates the setting where a single global LM is trained on a large
corpus of projects and then deployed to many different customers
without any adaption.
Dynamic tests. In this setting, the model is allowed to update its
parameters after it has made predictions on files in the test set. In
addition to the original training set, the model is allowed to retrain
on files in the test set, after it has been scored on its predictions.
Note that the model is required to make its predictions on the test-
ing file before the file is added to the training set, so that we are
never training on test data. For our neural LMs, we adapt themodel
at test time using the procedure described in Section 3.4. After we
have finished evaluating each test project we restore the model to
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Table 1: Corpus statistics for each code corpus.
Java C Python
Tokens Projects Tokens Projects Tokens Projects
Full Train 1436.39M 13362 1685.71M 4601 1056.33M 27535
Small Train 15.74M 107 37.64M 177 20.55M 307
Subword Encoding 64.84M 1000 241.38M 741 124.32M 2867
Validation 3.83M 36 21.97M 141 14.65M 520
Test 5.33M 38 20.88M 73 14.42M 190
the global cross-project one learned from the train set. This simu-
lates a setting in which some files are available from the test project
of interest for dynamic adaptation.
Software Maintenance tests. This scenario is perhaps the closest
to real world usage. It simulates everyday development where a
programmer makes small changes to existing code. In this setting,
the LMs are tested on one file at a time in the test set. For each file,
the full training set plus all other files in the test project apart from
the file of interest is used as training data. Because this requires
retraining the model once for each file in the test set, this scenario
was previously deemed infeasible for NLMs in [37].
6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
When evaluating our models, we focus on the following research
questions.
RQ1. How does the performance of subunit neural LMs compare
to state-of-the-art LMs for code? In this RQ, we evaluate whether
the use of subword units allows the training of effective neural
language models. Specifically, we compare subword unit NLMs to
standard n-gram language models [40], cache LMs [69], state-of-
the-art n-gram models with nested caching [37], and token-level
NLMs [74]. Unfortunately, it was not possible to PHOG [12] be-
cause the public implementation of PHOG does not include the
code for the first stage that generates the HOG rules. This stage
is necessary to be able to run the implementation on any dataset
other than the one used in the original paper [12]. Their dataset is
both smaller than our full dataset, and the split is based on a within
project scenario, rather than the cross-project scenario that is the
focus of our paper, so it is not possible to address our RQs using
their data. We also do not compare to the recent pointer network
augmented RNN [48] as it was evaluated on the dataset of [12] and
no implementation of their model is available.
As described in Section 3, we hypothesize that NLMs might out-
perform all of the n-gram models because of their ability to take
larger context into account, and that subword unit NLMs might
perform better than token level NLMs because of the improved
ability to handle OOV and rare words. We do not report results for
character-level models since as discussed in Section 2 these models
have not been proved to offer improvement in NLP and their use
is impractical. We also do not include results for subtoken models
segmented via the heuristic in [3] as in preliminary experiments,
we found that subtoken models were less effective than token level
models, so we chose to not include them in this comparison. Fol-
lowing the previous work, we evaluate the models on the Github
Java dataset (Section 4) using the evaluation framework described
in Section 6.
RQ2. Are subword unit NLMs effectively trainable on large code
corpora, such as giga-token corpora? Does the additional training
data yield significant performance improvements? Training on a larger
corpus can usually be expected to improve themodel’s performance,
but this is not guaranteed, because the impact of more data tends
to have diminishing returns, as after some point the model’s per-
formance saturates and does not continue to improve with more
data. This saturation point will be different for different models,
so it is an interesting research question to ask whether neural LMs
can make better use of large corpora than n-gram models, because
NLMs are more complex models that can take into account larger
amounts of context.
However, training on larger data uses more resources because
the amount of parameters that have to be estimated also grows
with the amount of training data. For example, n-gram language
models need to estimate counts for every new n-gram that appears
in the training corpus, while NLMs need to learn input and out-
put embedding matrices whose dimension scales with the vocab-
ulary size. Token-level models are especially difficult to train on
large corpora since they have particular difficulty with the huge
vocabularies. A huge vocabulary results in a massive model that is
unable to fit in any modern GPU and would be too slow to train
even with the help of softmax approximation techniques such as
noise contrastive estimation [36] and adaptive softmax [33]. Fur-
thermore, the use of approximation techniques could potentially
cause a small decrease in the model’s performance. Character level
models will be too slow to train on very large training sets and im-
practical to use. This problem is also especially relevant to code
LMs, because the vocabulary size for a code corpus grows much
more quickly than a natural language corpus. For example, the one
billion word benchmark corpus for English has a vocabulary of
0.8 million words [16], while our similar size training set for Java
has a vocabulary of 6.5 million when in both cases all words are
discarded with count below 3. This huge difference in vocabulary
size is also true for other programming languages. Specifically, the
training set used in our experiments for Java, C, and Python have
vocabulary sizes 10.5, 8, and 13 million respectively when no vo-
cabulary threshold is used. Additionally, while OOV rate is only
0.32% for the English corpus test set, for the Java one, it is larger
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than 13%. The model required for a token-level code corpus of this
size cannot fit in modern GPUs and is only trainable on multiple
CPU threads using parallelisation and softmax approximation tech-
niques [16].
RQ3. How does the performance of subword unit NLMs vary across
programming languages? In principle the learningmethods forNLMs
are language agnostic; however, the majority of studies evaluate
only on Java code, so it is an important research question to verify
that current LM techniques for code are equally effective on other
programming languages. Onemight hypothesize that the terseness
of C or the lack of static type information in Python would make
it more difficult to achieve good performance from an LM. We test
this hypothesis by measuring cross entropy and MRR in the static
and dynamic setting across the three language corpora described
in Section 4.
RQ4. Is the dynamic updating procedure effective at dynamically
updating subword unit NLMs to new projects? Past research has fo-
cused on the strong locality that characterises code [40, 62, 69].
As a consequence, we expect new projects to introduce many new
identifiers that do not appear even in a large cross-project corpus.
For this reason, it has been shown that n-gram models can bene-
fit significantly from dynamically adapting to the test corpus, as
described in Section 6. In this RQ we ask whether NLMs can also
benefit from dynamic adaptation, and whether the procedure that
we introduce in Section 3.4 is effective at dynamically adapting
NLMs to new projects. We test this hypothesis by comparing our
dynamic adaption method for subword unit NLMs against two ad-
vanced n-grammodels that have been shown to benefit from adap-
tation: cache LMs [69] and nested cache LMs [37]. We use the dy-
namic and software maintenance settings described in Section 6,
following [37]. A naive approach to the software maintenance set-
ting would require retraining the model from scratch for every
file in the test corpus, which was rightly deemed to be infeasible
for NLMs by [37]. Instead, we apply our dynamic adaptation pro-
cedure from Section 3.4, which is much more efficient because it
trains for only one epoch on each test file.
7 RESULTS
7.1 RQ1. Performance of models
In Tables 2 and 3, we show the performance of the different mod-
els on the static, dynamic, and maintenance settings for Java. Note
that for cross entropy, lower numbers are better, whereas for MRR,
higher numbers are better. The entropy results for then-grammod-
els are copied from [37]; these are comparable to ours because we
use the same training and test split as their work. For MRR evalu-
ation we used v0.1 of their model hosted in GitHub, which is the
version used in their reported experiments.6 In [37] the reported
MRR had been calculated on the entirety of the test set). While
for their NLM baselines it was measured only on the first 1 mil-
lion tokens of the test set. For this reason we recalculated MRR for
the above on the first 1 million tokens of our test set. The closed
vocabulary NLM is our own implementation.
From the tables it can be seen that on both metrics, our open vo-
cabulary NLM has better predictive performance than any of the
6The nested cache n-gram implementation can be found in
https://github.com/SLP-team/SLP-Core
n-gram models, even the nested cache models of [37] that are de-
signed specifically for code. To specifically evaluate the effect of
relaxing the closed vocabulary assumption, we compare our open
vocabulary NLM to a closed vocabulary one. The closed vocabu-
lary NLM uses exactly the same architecture as our open vocabu-
lary models (single layer GRU with the same model size and hy-
perparameters), but is trained on complete tokens rather than sub-
word units. We note that the closed vocabulary NLM that we re-
port has much better results than the NLM language model that is
used as a baseline in [37]; this is primarily because our model in-
corporates a fully connected hidden layer, and also dropout, which
has been shown to improve the performance of RNN LMs [50]. So
our token-level NLM baseline is much harder to beat than those re-
ported in previous work. Even so, we find that our open vocabulary
NLM has much better predictive performance than the closed vo-
cabulary model. The difference in performance between the open
and closed vocabulary NLMs is larger for the dynamic and mainte-
nance settings than for the static setting. We hypothesize that this
is because in the open vocabulary model, dynamic adaptation can
help the model to learn patterns about OOV words in the test set;
this is not possible for a model with a closed vocabulary.
We report the performance of the open vocabulary NLMs with
different vocabulary sizes, obtained after 2000, 5000, and 10000 BPE
merge operations. We see that performance is similar across the
different vocabulary sizes, indicating that a large vocabulary size
is not required for good performance.
Finally, following [37], note that we cannot report results for the
nested or cache n-gram models on the static setting because these
models make use of information from the test. Consequently, even
if we do not adapt their globalmodel on the test set, their additional
components are always adapted on it. Also, following [37] we do
not report results from the closed vocabulary NLM on the mainte-
nance setting due to the massive time and space requirements of
this experiment.
Based on these results, we conclude that even when trained on a
relatively small corpus, open vocabulary NLMs are effective mod-
els of code. Indeed, to our knowledge, our model has state of the
art performance on this data set.
7.2 RQ2. Large Corpora
When trained on larger corpora the performance of traditional n-
gram models and their variations like the nested cache model gets
saturated and they are unable to effectively leverage the extra in-
formation [37]. In contrast, our model is able to better leverage the
increase in training data as shown in Tables 2 and 3. As expected
the entropy of our NLM decreased significantly, by about 1.5 bits
and MRR increased by about 6% for all encoding sizes in the static
scenario when trained on the full corpus. Essentially, this means
that the additional training data helps our NLM learn to synthesize
identifiers from subword units better and with higher confidence.
The improvements are smaller but still exist when the model
is dynamically adapted on a test project. For all encoding sizes the
models improve by 0.5 bits in entropy and by about 2 to 3% inMRR.
In contrast, the nested cache n-gram model entropy decreases by
less than 0.1 bits andMRR less than 0.4%. Similar improvements for
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Table 2: Performance on next token prediction,measured by
cross-entropy.
Model Static Dynamic Maintenance
Small Train
n-gram 6.25 5.54 5.30
Nested n-gram [37] - 3.65 2.94
Cache n-gram [69] - 3.43 3.32
Nested Cache n-gram [37] - 2.57 2.23
NLM (closed vocab) 4.30 3.07 -*
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 4.90 2.33 1.46
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 4.78 2.27 1.51
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 4.77 2.54 1.60
Full Train
Nested Cache n-gram [37] - 2.49 2.17
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 3.59 1.84 1.03
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 3.35 1.72 1.06
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 3.15 1.70 1.04
Table 3: Performance of language models on suggesting the
next token, measured by mean reciprocal rank (MRR).
Model Static Dynamic Maintenance
Small Train
n-gram 53.16% 56.21% 58.32%
Nested n-gram [37] - 66.66% 71.43%
Cache n-gram [69] - 69.09% 70.23%
Nested Cache n-gram [37] - 74.55% 77.04%
NLM (closed vocab) 62.35% 71.01% -
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 62.87% 76.94% 77.48%
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 63.80% 77.51% 78.49%
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 63.75% 77.32% 78.69%
Full Train
Nested Cache n-gram [37] - 75.02% 77.38%
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 68.96% 78.99% 78.85%
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 69.87% 79.88% 80.31%
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 70.84% 80.36% 81.16%
the nested cachen-grammodel were also reported in [37], support-
ing our findings. From that we conclude that subword unit NLMs
can utilize a large code corpus better than n-gram models. How-
ever, if one lacks a model trained on large corpus or there is not
enough time to train one, then satisfactory performance can still
be achieved by training on a small corpus.
In addition, we note that training on giga-token or larger cor-
pora is scalable. Table 4 shows the VRAM requirements for train-
ing when a BPE segmentation with 2000, 5000, 10000 operations
and a batch size of 32 is used. Obviously, training time will be a lot
larger than the smaller set, but we see from the earlier results that
the model’s predictive performance of the open vocabulary mod-
els was stable across different vocabulary sizes. This means that
Table 4: Training VRAM Requirements for our BPE NLM
with an encoding of 2000, 5000, and 10000 operations.
BPE Ops VRAM Required
2000 1251 MiB
5000 1387 MiB
10000 2411 MiB
Table 5: Code completion VRAM Requirements for our BPE
NLM with an encoding of 2000, 5000, and 10000 operations.
BPE Ops VRAM Required
2000 259 MiB
5000 297 MiB
10000 355 MiB
we can use a relatively moderate vocabulary size with the open
vocabulary NLM and still obtain good performance. As training
is an one-off process that does not need to be repeated and a pre-
trained model can be downloaded and loaded in a GPU in a matter
of seconds, this results in a real time applicable model even when
trained on huge corpora. More importantly, as reported by [37] a
token level NLM with a vocabulary of only 76K tokens required
a few days to be trained on the smaller training corpus. Training
our model on the same data was a matter of less than 12 hours on
a single GPU.
Lastly, our model can be integrated in IDEs to facilitate code
completion as queries for the next token can be answered in real
time and the required memory is less than that of training since
batching is no longer necessary. The decreased memory require-
ments are illustrated in Table 5 and are less than 400MBs for any
of the encodings we used.
7.3 RQ3. Multiple Languages
In Tables 6 and 7 we report the performance of our open vocab-
ulary NLMs on Java, C, and Python. Tables 8 and 9 present the
results for the dynamic setting. We see that performance on C
and Python is at least as good as Java, providing evidence that our
methodology for training subword unit NLMs is indeed language
agnostic. We caution the reader to not interpret these results as
a comparison of the programming languages as to which is more
predictable, which is more terse, etc. The first reason for this cau-
tion is that the training corpora have slightly different sizes across
the different languages. Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to
define a fair notion of "same training set size" across programming
languages, because tokens in one language might bemore informa-
tive than others, e.g. Python code has a larger proportion of iden-
tifiers. Even if it were possible to do this, different languages have
different standard libraries and are typically used to solve problems
in different domains. All of these concerns pose serious threats to
validity to any attempt to compare programming languages via lan-
guage modeling, so we do not attempt to draw such conclusions in
this work.
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Table 6: Cross-entropy in the static scenario for Java, Python,
and C. Note that training set sizes vary between the lan-
guages as this is not meant to be a comparison between
them.
Model Java C Python
Small Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 4.90 4.61 4.28
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 4.78 4.40 4.03
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 4.77 4.32 3.95
Full Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 3.59 3.48 3.56
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 3.35 3.43 3.27
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 3.15 3.11 3.04
Table 7: MRR in the static scenario for Java, Python, and C.
Note that training set sizes vary between the languages as
this is not meant to be a comparison between them.
Model Java C Python
Small Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 62.87% 63.27% 82.07%
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 63.80% 64.51% 81.56%
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 63.75% 66.09% 81.66%
Full Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 68.96% 67.19% 82.92%
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 69.87% 67.64% 83.18%
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 70.84% 70.35% 84.31%
7.4 RQ4. Dynamic Adaptation
Finally, to evaluate the effect on the dynamic adaptation method
for our subword unit NLMs, consider again the results in Tables 2
and 3. As [37] point out, it is straightforward to adapt an n-gram
LM, because we can simply add and remove counts. Indeed, we see
that all of the advanced n-gram models in the dynamic and main-
tenance settings perform better than any of the NLM models in
the static setting. This result holds both for the small train set and
for the full train set. In other words, the improvement due to dy-
namic adaptation is greater than the improvement due to an NLM.
Once we apply the dynamic adaptation method to our Open Vo-
cabulary NLM, however, then the picture changes. With dynamic
adaptation, our model achieves better cross-entropy than the cur-
rent state-of-the-art [37]. From this we conclude that our dynamic
adaptation method is indeed effective at fine-tuning a global sub-
word unit NLM to a specific test project.
We note that evaluating NLMs on this scenario was previously
deemed infeasible since multiple models had to be created each
trained on the entirety of the test set minus one file. Nevertheless,
the small size of our model allowed the experiments for this sce-
nario to be completed in a few days. We achieved this by training
each model only on information from the same project. For large
test projects, we first split them into multiple partitions and for
each onewe trained amodel on the rest. All files from the same par-
tition can then load this model and need to only train on other files
from the same partition. This strategy offered considerable speed
Table 8: Cross-entropy in the dynamic scenario for Java,
Python, and C. Note that training set sizes vary between the
languages as this is not meant to be a comparison between
them.
Model Java C Python
Small Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 2.33 1,79 3.28
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 2.27 1.74 3.16
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 2.54 1.72 3.13
Full Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 1.84 1.69 2.83
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 1.72 1.59 2.67
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 1.70 1.56 2.52
Table 9: MRR in the dynamic scenario for Java, Python, and
C. Note that training set sizes vary between the languages as
this is not meant to be a comparison between them.
Model Java C Python
Small Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 76.94% 72.22% 86.27%
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 77.51% 72.76% 86.31%
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 77.32% 73.31% 86.28%
Full Train
Open Vocab NLM (2000) 78.99% 72.49% 86.51%
Open Vocab NLM (5000) 79.88% 73.63% 86.85%
Open Vocab NLM (10000) 80.36% 74.32% 87.06%
gains. Furthermore, the experiment could be sped up significantly
as parallelization is fairly easy and both memory and computation
requirements are fairly small, thus achievable even with a single
GPU.
8 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new open-vocabulary neural language model
for source code. By defining the model on subword units, which
are character subsequences of tokens, the model is able to handle
neologisms, that is, new identifier names which have not appeared
in its training data, while keeping the size of the model relatively
small. We are able to train a neural language model on over one
billion tokens of code, a data set over a hundred times larger than
had been used for previous neural LMs for code. On the problem of
predicting the next token, the resulting model outperforms recent
state-of-the-art models based on adding nested caches to n-gram
language models. We hope that the simplicity of our model will
allow advances in deep learning for code by allowing the imple-
mentation of more complex architectural ideas such as attention
[8, 71]. Also, improved language models for code have the poten-
tial to enable new tools for aiding code readability [2], program
repair [11, 15, 35, 62], program synthesis [34] and translation be-
tween programming languages [45, 56]. Finally, the general tech-
nique of using subword units is not limited to language modeling,
but can easily be incorporated into many neural models of code
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tokens. Therefore, we hope that this idea could have broad appli-
cation throughout software engineering, such as in models to sug-
gest readable function and class names [3], summarizing source
code [5, 43], predicting bugs [60], detecting code clones [73], com-
ment generation [42], fixing syntactic errors [47], and variable de-
obfuscation [9].
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